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China’s “Company Law” and “Securities Law” amended in 2005 both 
stipulate that companies are entitled to Disgorgement in certain circumstances. 
That is the income of certain people (directors, supervisors, senior managers 
and big shareholders) from certain acts shall belong to the company. But 
compared with other countries, the legislation of Disgorgement in China is too 
simple. There is no clear stipulation in the object, subject, conditions, ways, 
procedure and period of exercising this right. The insufficiency of legislation 
has lead to many difficulties in practice and inconvenience when judiciary 
applies relevant provisions. Thus, it’s necessary to undergo systematical 
investigation and research on basic theories of Disgorgement, which would 
benefit the design and construction of relevant legal system. 
In addition to the Preface and Conclusions, this thesis consists of four 
chapters. 
In the first chapter, it introduces the origin and basic theory of the system 
of Disgorgement of Corporation, and finds that Disgorgement originates from 
the regulation of short-term trading in historical perspective and its theory is 
based on Trust Theory in Common Law. 
In the second chapter, it analyzes the nature of Disgorgement of 
Corporation and summarizes and comments on main theories in academia about 
it. Through investigation on Trust Theory of Common Law and Dual Structure 
Theory of Real Right and Creditor’s Right in Civil Law, I think Disgorgement 
should be the claim of real rights. 
In the third chapter, it gives an introduction and analysis of the object, 
subject, conditions, ways, procedure and period of excising this right through 
















In the fourth chapter, it analyzes present stipulations relevant to 
Disgorgement of Corporation, points out its weaknesses and puts forward 
corresponding measures to perfect the legislation.  
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引  言 
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院的研究，美国特拉华州 高法院于 1981 年在 Lynch v．Vickers Energy 





























展。德国 1965 年颁布的《德国股份法》第 88 条②和我国台湾地区 1973 年
“公司法”第 209 条③均规定了公司可以对董事违反竞业禁止义务获得的收



















⑤参见《日本公司法》第 356 条，第 423 条。（吴建斌，刘惠明，李涛译．日本公司法典[Z]．北京：法律
出版社，2006．179，209．）  
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